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Brown, et al., Healthy Worker Survivor Effect
• In‐depth review of time‐varying confounding and selection bias
mechanisms that give rise to healthy worker survivor effect (HWSE)
• Ten papers on target populations reviewed: aluminum smelter and fabrication
workers (4), autoworkers (2), copper smelter workers (1), iron ore miners (1)
and uranium miners (1)
• Papers include four estimation methods: inverse probability weighting,
targeted maximum likelihood estimation, Cox proportional estimation model,
G‐estimation model
• Authors conclude that “each of the estimation methods…offers the ability to
control for…HWSE” and that “G‐estimation also offers the ability to use
follow‐up time after leaving work, but has thus far been applied with a limited
class of models”

Erika Garcia Ph.D. Thesis
• “Occupational exposure to Metalworking Fluids and
Incidence of Cancer in the United Autoworkers – General
Motors Cohort: Assessing and Accounting for the Healthy
Worker Survivor Effect”

• Chapter 1: assessment of presence of HWSE in cancer studies in
UAW‐GM cohort
• Chapter 2: exposure response relationship between cumulative
MWF exposure and breast cancer among female workers: results
suggest increasing exposure response curve for straight fluids and
breast cancer (4,503 female workers; 21 total incident breast
cancer cases)

Erika Garcia Ph.D. Thesis
• “Occupational exposure to Metalworking Fluids and
Incidence of Cancer in the United Autoworkers – General
Motors Cohort: Assessing and Accounting for the Healthy
Worker Survivor Effect”
• Chapter 3: relationship between lung cancer mortality and
exposure to straight and synthetic MWF. Using parametric g‐
formula, results showed slightly elevated lung cancer mortality
related to straight MWF exposure, albeit with wide confidence
levels. For synthetic fluids, biocide in the fluids, a marker for
release of endotoxin, was associated with decreased lung cancer.

Garcia, et al., Breast Cancer and
Metalworking Fluid Exposure
• Cohort of 4,503 female hourly workers exposed to all types of MWF
• Cox proportional hazards models used to estimate hazard ratios (HR)
for incident breast cancer (follow‐up 1985‐2013) and cumulative
exposure (20‐year lag) to straight mineral oils and to water‐based
soluble and synthetic MWF. Account state cancer registry began
decades after cohort defined, analysis restricted to sub‐cohorts hired
closer to start of follow‐up
• Among those hired after 1969, HR associated with a one interquartile
range increase in straight MWF exposure was 1.13 (95%: 1.03‐1.23)
• For premenopausal breast cancer, HR was elevated for exposure to
synthetic MWF.

Chevrier, et al., G‐estimation and HWSE:
Application to UAW‐GM Cohort
• Compare results from Cox estimation models and g‐estimation
methods in 38,747 workers exposed to straight MWF for mortality
from all causes, cancers, ischemic heart disease and COPD
• In standard models, HRs were elevated for cancers of larynx, prostate
and rectum, but below or equal to 1.0 for all other outcomes

Chevrier, et al., G‐estimation and HWSE:
Application to UAW‐GM Cohort
• Adjustment for HWSE itself did not substantially change hazard ratios
but g‐estimation yielded higher HRs than standard Cox models for
most outcomes. Exposures was related to increased risks of mortality
from:
•
•
•
•
•

All causes combined
Heart disease
COPD
All cancers
Lung and prostate cancers

• Conclusion: G‐estimation may provide a better control for HWSE than
standard methods

